Thank You for your Support to Atulya Ganga
Dear Most Valued Supporter,
I take this opportunity on behalf of the veterans of Atulya Ganga Trust, to express our
heartfelt gratitude to you for initiating the vision of Ganga Rejuvenation. It is a noble mission
which was majorly supported by the personal donations from friends and families of Atulya
Ganga Team and its extended family.
Fuelled by your selfless support, backing of the Jal Shakti Ministry (Namami Gange) and
Ministry of Tourism, this ‘Biggest Walkathon on Earth', The first ever Ganga Parikrama in
the recorded history became a reality.
This Ganga walkathon was flagged off from Prayagraj on 16th December 2020. After 5,530
kilometres, and 190 days of continuous walking, it was successfully accomplished on 23
June 2021 at Prayagraj.
Jan Bhagidari - We camped along the way or took shelter with the local community as we
passed by 100s of towns and villages. The locals opened their hearts and homes to Atulya
Ganga Team, amidst a fearsome pandemic, which obviously went a long way in boosting the
morale of the Team. Thousands of walkers from all walks of life joined the Parikrama and we
were able to take the message of urgency towards Ganga Rejuvenation to over 10 million
people. It is the people participation that would eventually rejuvenate Ganga.
Ganga Health Dashboard -. Every 15-20 kilometers of the Ganga's span, the purity of water
was checked with field kits, nalahs flowing into the Ganga were geo-tagged, and a health
dashboard is being made, quite similar to an Air Quality Index. This will help in evaluating,
prioritising, monitoring, resource allocation and project management for Clean Ganga. A
comprehensive and realtime Ganga health dashboard would be made available.
Vrikshmaal Drive – To maintain its natural form and flow, every river needs massive forest
cover on its banks and flood plains. Forests help conserve soil, retain underground water and
rejuvenate flora & fauna. We plead to everyone we met, “ Whenever there is a birth in family
or lose a dear one, plant a tree and nurture it”. Green India Foundation - our partner in
Parikrama - planted 30,000+ trees like Bargad, Neem and Peepal, in the flood plains of
Ganga. Tree-mentors/ custodians were nominated to ensure high survivability.

30,000 saplings is not a large number! But if we can inspire 40 per cent of India’s population
living in Ganga Basin, plant and nurture 30 Crore trees, that would definitely help
rejuvenation of Ganges.
Youth Mobilisation - Youth is the biggest stake holder on natural heritage of India. Focused
on the youth & NCC, a large-scale interaction and sensitization drive ensued- touching
schools, colleges, Gram Panchayats and hundreds of public meetings.
Decade- long Pledge- We have dedicated the next 10 years to revive the Ganga. One could
say, this is where adventure meets science meets a cause. We have now come up with two
five year plans. A brief on our first five year plan is given in the attached report.
There has been immense learning during the conduct of Atulya Ganga Parikrama - Ganga
Gyan - which is summarised in the attached report. As we move forward our next journey of
Ganga begins in February 2022 - this time with a 2800 km Ganga Cyclothon.
Atulya Ganga has 12AA / 80G certification - the receipts and exemption certificates have
been despatched to all the donors. The funds received and expenses made on account of
Atulya Ganga Parikrama have been meticulously accounted for. These are available on
request from the donors.
We look forward to your continuous support for our Ganga endeavours and people outreach
programs each year. We consider you as a member of Atulya Ganga’s extended family and
deeply value your support. Please feel free to write to us in case you have any suggestions
or queries about Atulya Ganga Programs.
with best regards and gratitude,
Yours faithfully

07 Nov 2021

( Lt Col Hem Lohumi, Sena Medal)
Veteran
Founder Trustee

Attached : A Report on Atulya Ganga Parikrama 2020-21
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A Report on

Atulya Ganga Parikrama 2020-21

Atulya Ganga Team Oﬀers Prayers at Gangasagar Dham …

In a rare display of passion by military veterans, their organisation ‘Atulya
Ganga Trust’ conceptualised, organised and accomplished a rare and
unprecedented Ganga Parikrama Walk with an aim of encouraging youth
and masses to create synergy for Ganga Rejuvenation. The fact that it
was done in the COVID year, makes it even more daunting a task.

Introduction
We all know that our climate, environment and natural resources are at greater
risk than at any other point of time in the history of our planet. Amongst them
one resource that needs an urgent attention is the health of our rivers. Almost
all Indian rivers are under duress from unsustainable development and
modernisation and are either dying or disappearing. The fact that the rivers are
vanishing due to man-made interventions, means that we can reverse the
degeneration of our Rivers - provided we have the will to do it. And so, a few
veterans in their 50s, 60s and 70s, thought of focusing on the most revered
Ganga, and making a humble beginning towards its rejuvenation.
In order to draw attention of the Indian youth, they chose the age old Indian
custom of a Yatra or a March and decided to do the Ganga Parikrama. Which
meant walking on both banks of the River, understanding the problems first
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hand and speak to the people residing on Ganga belt. There could not have
been a better way to connect with people and understand the multi-faceted
problems that affect 2550 km Ganga.

Genesis
The Ganga Parikrama has been a subject of walk and talk amongst the rishi
-munis in Himalayas since Vedic times. It is believed that there are three kinds
of Ganga Parikrama in vogue - Jal, Hanumant & Mundamaal. The toughest
among them is Mundamaal Ganga Parikrama due to its strict rules. A number
of saints do take the journey along the Ganga till Gangasagar, however in
spoken or written history, one does not find any record of someone having
completed this arduous walk along both banks of Ganga. Our senior founder
Sh Gopal Sharma Ji, had helped one walker and saint Sh Gopal Baba in his
attempt to do the Mundamaal Ganga Parikrama in 1987 - which again could
not be accomplished. That is where the idea of Ganga Parikrama took birth.
Sh Gopal Sharma Ji, Lt Col Hem Lohumi, SM and Col Manoj Keshwar, all
three military veterans decided to inspire the youth through an unprecedented
Ganga Walkathon. The idea was further refined for its optimum effectiveness
by the chief mentors, Maj Gen Brajesh Kumar, AVSM, VSM & Maj Gen Vinod
Bhatt, SM, VSM. And, Lt Gen SA Cruze, VSM** was the chief trainer and Lt
Gen SD Duhan, AVSM, VSM was the medical advisor of the walkathon.
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The Plan
The aim of Atulya Ganga project is to synergise all efforts of the government,
non-government, volunteers and common public for rejuvenating Ganga to its
pristine glory. It is a sure-footed, long term, people’s project underway
addressing multiple dimensions of obtaining clean Ganga for future
generations in 11 years ( 2020-30).
In it’s first edition, it was decided to organise an audacious, unprecedented,
multi-faceted and record making - Atulya Ganga Parikrama. It was envisaged
to be an unbroken ( Aviral ) walkathon for Ganga Rejuvenation covering both
banks from Gangotri to Gangasagar - to grasp the multiple nuances of
Ganga’s existential crisis. As per initial plan - the 5500 Km Parikrama was to
be covered in 6-8 months.
The organising committee came up with a wholesome concept Four Ps or the
Pillars of Atulya Ganga Project - Parikrama of Ganga, People
Participation, Pollution Mapping & Plantation Drive.
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The Four ‘P’s or Pillars
The foundation of Atulya Ganga stood on Four solid pillars - The Four Ps.

• Parikrama of Ganga - Parikrama was flagged off by Her Excellency
Anandiben Patel, Governor of UP, on 16 Dec 2020 at Prayagraj, and was
successfully accomplished on 23 June 2021. This 5530 km, 190 days
walkathon, is the biggest ever walk for the cause of vanishing Indian rivers.
It attracted wide attention and media coverage. Thousands of walkers joined
the Parikrama for varying time and distances. It is estimated that the
message of urgency towards Ganga during this Parikrama - directly and
indirectly reached over 10 million people.

• Pollution Mapping – During the walk, a dedicated team led by Maj Gen
Bhatt geo-tagged and measured sources of pollution into Ganga. A Ganga
health dashboard app is under preparation to help fixing location, amount of
work and accountability of polluted portions of Ganga. Team took pollution
samples at 224 points, geotagged 329 Sewerage and 201 seasonal Nallas
flowing into Ganga. A data probably collected for the first time.

• Plantation / Vrikshmal Drive - Rivers need massive forests on its flood
plains to conserve soil, retain underground water and rejuvenate flora &
fauna. 30,000+ trees like Bargad, Neem and Peepal were planted and
enabled by Green India Foundation. Team geo-tagged saplings planted and
a tree-mentor was nominated to ensure high survivability of planted trees.

• People or Youth ParticipationYouth is the biggest stake holder for natural heritage of India. Focused on
the youth & NCC, a large-scale interaction and sensitization drive ensuedtouching schools, colleges, Gram Panchayats doing hundreds of public
meetings. There has been massive youth support to the Parikrama.
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Ganga Parikrama Gyan
In 190 days of Ganga Parikrama, we touched over 10 million people on Ganga
belt. There have been fundamental learnings which we are sharing in brief :-

• Gangatva : Ganga has some magical self cleansing properties. Within
approximately 15 kms of free flow, enables Ganga to cleanse itself
considerably. We were able observe this phenomenon downstream of
Allahabad, Varanasi and Ghazipur. This probably is what makes Ganga
unique. The presence and efficacy of Bacteriophage and unusually higher
DO saturation levels - calls for a detailed research.

• Glass & Plastic Waste : The untreated sewage and Industrial waste is still
the biggest polluter of Ganga. In addition a large amount of glass, medical
and plastic waste is being dumped into Ganga which will soon be the next
big problem.

• Govt Efforts Yield Results: The focused approach of Namami Gange and
large number of STPs have made an impact in limiting pollution. Ganga
specific officials, large teams of volunteers and schemes have made a
distinct difference - but municipal corporations still have a major task at
hand to speed up implementing Ganga schemes.

• Homeless Ganga - It is strange that Ganga has no demarcated land of itself
or its flood plains. In places like Bihar where Ganga widens almost 10-14
km, the encroachment for various reasons is a common practice. While
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Ganga does change its course, but, without demarcation, there cannot be
any monitoring or control exercised.

• Silt Mountains of Bihar - The reduced water in Ganga due to dams,
barrages and canals has reduced its capability to push silt to the ocean. The
presence of Farrakka Barrage further stalls the movement. This excessive
silt deposits, do not allow the river to have a predictable path. Each year its
course changes - floods and dislocates large number of villages. This effect
of silt deposit is gradually moving upstream and can be seen upto Buxar.

• Ganga Flow is dying - From Gangotri, till Kanpur, 900+ dams and barrages
take away the water from Ganga. It is sad that only 1-2 feet water levels are
visible in many stretches of Ganges. And what is a river without water.

• Death by Development - In the garb of progress, insensitive and
unsustainable development is seen along the entire length of Ganga. Dams
and barrages sure have a purpose in a developing nation - but to what
extent? And in this modern world when power can be generated by
renewable means, we need to rethink dams and barrages that are creating
un-manageable problems down stream.

Atulya Ganga : Way Ahead
Atulya Ganga Project is committed to Ganga Rejuvenation for 11 years. We will
go down each year covering the whole length of Ganga, connect to the people
and youth and bring back the report card on health of Ganga.
During a manthan held at New Delhi from 2-4 Sep, the team has decided to
relentlessly work on two five year plans from 2021-2025 & 2026- 2030.
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The first five year plan of the Atulya Ganga Project is summarised as follows :

• Ganga Cyclothon 2022 : We need to constantly mobilise people
participation. Having completed the 5530 km Parikrama of Maa Ganga in
COVID year of 2020-2021, now in 2022 we plan to go back to the banks of
Ganga - a 2600 km Cyclothon is planned for from Gangotri to Gangasagar in
Feb-March. This would again be based on foundation of Four Ps.

• Ganga Health Dash-board : A tech based Water Quality Index (WQI) is
being worked out to provide an authentic Atulya Ganga Health Report which would give realtime state of Ganga pollution. This data over years will
help in evaluating, monitoring, resource allocation and management for
Ganga Rejuvenation.

• Rights of Ganga as Legal Entity : The exploitation of Ganga will be difficult
to stop unless we legally recognise Ganga as a living entity with its own right
to live. Atulya Ganga will make efforts for grant of these rights to Ganga
through a parliament legislature or a PIL for Ganga Rejuvenation. The clear
demarcation of Ganga River banks and its flood plains would be yet another
step towards its preservation.

• National Fisherman Committee : The community that has most suffered
due to vanishing Ganga is the Nishad or fishermen of Ganga basin. The
status of their existence like that of Gangetic Dolphins is a direct indicator of
Ganga’s health. Atulya Ganga would work towards formulating a national
committee for upliftment of this community.

• River Rejuvenation Booklet : We need to teach our children early in
schools about our relationship with rivers and what every Indian can do to
save rivers. Atulya Ganga plans to work with centre and state education
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departments to include a brief booklet from class 6-8 on urgent need for
Saving Indian Rivers.

• Close Sewage Flow to Ganga : We would work with all stake holders for
Immediate closure of geotagged 329 Sewage Nallas flowing into Ganga.
There should be no polluted Nallas flowing into Ganga.

• Sabka Saath : We would tirelessly work to generate unprecedented synergy
and people participation programs for Ganga. Aim is that every stake holder
joins hands, comes to the same table, understand nuances - and work
towards real and credible rejuvenation of Ganga.

• Vrikshmaal : The drive to massively increased green cover in Ganga basin
has to be a continuous process. Involvement of schools, youth
organisations, NCC etc is to be sought to create credible and sustainable
tree cover. Green India Foundation is the key enabler in this drive.

• Atulya Ganga Awards on Environment Journalism : In order to encourage
a national debate on environment and river preservation - a series of awards
is planned to boost Jan Bhaagidari for Rivers. This would only be feasible if
the press and media take up the subject in a big way - and help every citizen
to understand the urgency of Action to Save Rivers.

Big Thank You!
Atulya Ganga is and will always be a people’s project. This initiative was taken
up by the Military Veterans - to encourage youth to understand the risks of a
vanishing river and to motivate them to take action. Executing a project of this
massive proportion and its many related activities - requires large finances and
support from all quarters. We would have been able to do nothing without the
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all round support that came from every quarter. A big thank you from the
bottom of our heart goes out to :

• The vibrant Armed forces fraternity, friends & family members of Atulya

Ganga team for their financial, logistical, physical and moral support. Every
penny that you all donated gave us confidence and made this possible.

• Unwavering support of people of Ganga belt who opened their hearts,

homes and premises to enable our night stays and participated in Ganga
Goshthees helping us understand multiple dimensions of Ganga.

• NCC Directorate and thousands of officers & NCC cadets in states of Bihar,
Jharkhand, Bengal, UP and UK - who not only walked with team for Ganga,
but also carried a relay baton all along the Ganga belt.

• The Media on Ganga belt deserves a special thank you for taking our story
to millions of people all over India. A series of articles enabled millions to
join us in this Ganga journey.

• The unprecedented support, help and patronage of the honourable Minister
of Water Resources - Sh Gajendra Shekhawat ji, DG - Sh Rajeev Ranjan
Mishra ji, NAMAMI GANGE team at Ministry of Water Resources and their
volunteer organisations along the walkathon - gave us the confidence and
capability to accomplish this massive walkathon.

• The honourable Minister of Tourism - Sh Prahalad Singh Ji, DG Tourism -

Smt Meenakshi Sharma Ji, ’Incredible India’ team at Ministry of Tourism
gave us the financial support and events support along the walk at
Prayagraj, Varanasi, Patna, Kolkata. It helped us understand the immense
Tourism and self employment potential on both banks of Ganges.

• The support of military stations along the Ganga belt at Prayagraj, Varanasi,
Fatehgarh, Danapur / Patna, Barrackpore, Kolkata.

• A large numbers of Govt officials from the states of UP, Bihar, Jharkhand,
Bengal and Uttarakhand who supported in various aspects of Parikrama.

• The unique and vibrant adventure clubs of West Bengal - who were the most
intimate part of the walkathon every step of the walk in Bengal.

• The Ashrams of Ganga belt who whole heartedly keep their doors always
open for pathiks like us.

• Every such unknown Indian we may have missed mentioning here - but who
kept us in their hearts and silently prayed for the Parikrama success.
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• The first 6 courageous walkers - who volunteered, trained, left their homes
and stepped out to walk for Ganga.

And finally without the blessings of most revered Maa Ganga - a project of this
massive proportion could not have been possible, more so in tough and trying
Corona times.

A New Journey Begins - 2022 Cyclothon!
After accomplishing an unprecedented and longest walkathon for Ganga - its
time now for unprecedented and longest cyclothon. In keeping with our
commitment for Ganga we will now cycle 2600 km, from Gangotri to
Gangasagar in Feb - March 2022. We seek your continuous blessings and
support to this self-less penance for Ganga Rejuvenation.

Sab Ka Saath Ho, Ganga Saaf Ho!
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Atulya Ganga Cyclothon 2022 : Short Brief
Start Point :

Gangotri Dham

Finish Point :

Gangasagar Dham

Start Date :

10 February 2022

Finish Date (Estimated) :

20 March 2022

Number of Days :

38 Days

Distance :

2800 km

Volunteer Cyclists :

8-10 by selection and at discretion of
Atulya Ganga Trust. Cyclists are to
bring their own cycles and adventure
clothing and kit.

Route : Gangotri - Uttarkashi - Devprayag - Haridwar - Kanpur Prayagraj - Varanasi - Patna - Munger - Kolkata - Gangasagar.
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TO SUPPORT ATULYA GANGA CYCLOTHON 2022
Please join us in our second edition of Atulya Ganga Project - As we cycle 2800 km
along the banks of Ganga - focused on youth, a large-scale sensitization drive will
be undertaken - touching schools, colleges, youths, gram panchayats and hundreds
of people meetings. We make a humble request to kindly support the our
unprecedented effort with personal donations. Atulya Ganga Trust is registered
with IT Dept under 12AA & 80G Exemptions. May Maa Ganga bless our future
generations with clean and vibrant rivers … let us do our bit for Maa Ganga.

PAYTM NUMBER : 99713 13335
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